
VISLINK MICROLITE 3 - ENABLING GREATER 
CREATIVITY AND VIEWER ENGAGEMENT  

With Live TV productions delivering approximately 50% of the highest ratings shows globally, content 
directors are being empowered to evolve their productions and drive viewer numbers. In this drive 
to greater engagement, the freedom that wireless camera systems provide - to enable innovative, 
responsive and powerful camera views means wireless systems are increasingly a key tool to attract 
viewer engagement.

Many of the innovations being rolled out involve positioning cameras in locations that 
would have been considered too experimental, or too expensive to deliver just a few 
years ago. The desire and the technological solutions are now in place to broadcast 
live from drones, from a personal point of view within a sporting arena and with lower 
cost equipment that may complement or even replace the need for premium priced 
solutions – and deliver high impact results. 

Vislink has responded to the live broadcast industry’s desires by launching the Micro-
lite 3 wireless camera transmitter. As a small form-factor device, the Microlite3 breaks 
the industry mold by delivering high end, high quality images over long distances and 
in challenging environments.

Microlite 3 combines best efficiency MPEG-4 video compression with  LMS-T modu-
lation. Vislink’s unique LMS-T modulation scheme uses high power, low density parity 
check FEC technology to deliver up to a 30% useable data payload gain compared to 
other systems – meaning that more data rate can be targeted to delivering better 
quality images. The optimized OFDM carrier system integrated into LMS-T is tailored 
to operation within highly reflective, built-up environments guarding against data-loss 
from multi-path effects. And with 200mw of transmission power the Microlite 3 has a 
line-of-sight transmission range of up to 2 miles.
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To ensure that best possible production standards are maintained, the Microlite 3 sets a new quality bar 
by integrating VISCA camera control - ensuring that the wireless camera views match the tonal balance of 
other camera feeds and deliver maximum visual impact - even from miniature cameras. 
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With demand to seek greater production creativity and the move for enhanced use of wireless camera 
systems, the ability to cleanly switch between wireless and line cameras is key. The encode-decode 
latency of such wireless systems has, in the past, limited some creative freedom with fears of long 
latency systems leading to viewers seeing repeated action – or missing a critical moment. By optimiz-
ing the MPEG-4 compression algorithm and leveraging the payload advantages of LMS-T modulation, 
the Microlite 3 delivers high quality video in conjunction with super low latency for ultimate production 
creativity.

In bringing event producers and TV viewers to the heart of the action, the pairing of a small form-fac-
tor wireless camera transmitter with compact and miniature cameras creates a perfect partnership. 
New viewing angles can be achieved from static locations, or camera feeds can be made truly mobile 
through the solution being small and light enough, with low power consumption to enable long-term 
body-worn applications.

For those seeking an end-to-end studio camera or mobile, live camcorder application, the Microlite 3 
can be paired with the Vislink Microlite 3 receiver to provide an affordable, compact transmit – receive 
package - delivering a grab-and-go solution for applications where the camera view needs the freedom 
to roam.


